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About This Game

Entangle tasks you with maneuvering a number of line segments along their designated paths until they reach their goals.
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Definitely a fun little puzzler. Still working on the last 10 levels but has been pretty fun. The first levels will fly by pretty fast,
but once you get to the 2nd. half, they get a lot longer and trickier.. Entangle is my new favourite puzzle game (after Blockwick
2) (and i play a lot). It is so good. It is novel (to me). It has a good range of gameplay mechanics that are introduced steadily
throughout the game and thrown together towards the end to make fiendish puzzles. It makes you feel like a genius when you
spend half an hour learning about and solving a single puzzle. Completing the game took me around 7 hours.. Entangle reminded
me of the kind of puzzles at millerworldinc. Entangle starts off relatively simple. The graphics are clean and bright, the
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mechanics are solid, and solving the 1st puzzle is a cake walk: "You Can't Wait To Get To The Next One". Simple and Fun.
"This is going to be a breeze". But.As each new level is reached, the puzzles deceptively get a tiny bit more complex. Hardly
noticeable! It is this perfect balance that is So Wonderful and So Complicated to attain by the designer. That's why I said that
Entangle reminded me of the puzzles at miller world. You start off feeling like: "This is going to be so easy it may get boring"
and the next thing you know, you find yourself immersed in a complex mind puzzle. You can barely even remember how you
got there! The ride was so deceptively smooth. And, if that wasn't reason enough, Entangle only cost a few bucks. Only a few
bucks! According to the description, Entangle has 50 puzzle levels. I'm on 38 as of this writing and haven't found a flaw or
hiccup at all. The software runs smooth and is definitely addictive if you are a person that loves Logic Puzzles. Now, it's not a
Portal or Talos Principle and it doesn't try to be. It just presents you with a logic puzzle to solve.period. Take your time, there is
no hurry or timer, solve the puzzle and move onto the next level and see how high up that 50 level ladder can you climb. Did I
mention the price? The ONLY complaint that I have is the background music.. I've played through this game a few times, and
will play it more. I love it! I had to hit the reset button a few times on some levels because I did things in the wrong order and
got stuck. Tricky, but not frustrating.. if you like puzzle games. this game is good for these short breaks. jump in do a puzzle,
still have time? do one more, close the game. the puzzles challenge comes from understanding the layout, selecting a color
randomly then figuring out what is the order of the puzzle pieces by which you can reach the target for that color. so this puzzle
depends on how good you are at memorizing orders and deciphering the map infront of you. so you dont need a high IQ to have
fun with it. totally would recommend for those who love to puzzle, it will complete the games library for you.. Pretty short and
easy. But I still enjoyed it. Priced correctly.. Interesting logic game here. Starts out pretty simple and gets more complex later on
as more mechanics get added. Later levels kind of have you have to think ahead a bit to see how to manipulate the colors
around. At least no time limits to pressure you in the levels.. Fun minimalist puzzle game. I'm actually finding it more fun and
challenging than I expected.. ud83cudf1fud83cudf1fud83cudf1fud83cudf1fud83cudf1f
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